Introduction.
Ix the Proceedi~zgs of the Zoological Society for 1908, p. 67, I published a report on the inheritance of colour in Domestic Pigeons with special reference to reversion. The colours chiefly dealt with there were black and the "reversionary blue" of Darwin, which may be considered as the type classed as "black-chequer" by the fanciers (Plate V of the report), and also the relations of these two forms t6 whRe.
On the fnheritance of Colour in Pigeons
In the presen~ paper the eolours considered are black, dun, blue and silver, their relations to each other, and the behaviour of the two latter when mated to white. The experiments on these colours are still in full progress, so that this report must be considered merely as a preliminary account of them. Enough has, however, been done to demonstrate a sex-limited inheritance in silver. The same may possibly be shown in dun also on further experiment ~. It is found that, whereas a black d ~ mated to a silver $ gives all the offspring black, yet a silver o ~ mated to a black $ gives black oZs and dun Ss. This result is similar to that obtained from the reciprocal marinas of Cinnamon and Green Canaries. Further evidence on the sex-limited inheritance of silver in pigeons is obtained from the experiment, alluded to below, on ~he marinas of Silvers and I~eds.
The possibility of a sex-limited inheritance of white in pigeons was suggested in my previous paper (p. 85) to account for the great excess of whites produced from the marinas of heterozygous reversionary blues with whites in Exps. 16--23. This was particularly marked when the white was o s, and Prof. Whitman's experiments with Doves were instanced in support of this proposition. The present series of crosses gives very little further evidence as regards white, but reference to experiment 58 of the present report would suggest that it is not sex-limited in these pigeons.
I have recently made a series of experiments on the crossing of coloured and white doves. These marinas confirm Prof. Whitman's results: and an account of them is included in the present report.
Specimens of the Turtle Dove (T. tu,rtur) and the Barbary Cage Dove (T. f'isorius var. domesticus) have been mated respectively with the Java Dove, a white variety of the latter. These crosses show conclusively that the phenomenon of sex-limited inheritance of white does occur in these species.
Brief S~a~emeu~ of .Results.
In the present report three sets of experiments with pigeons are included.
Mc~ings of blue aT~d silver .Rock Doves to each other and to ~ohites.
The whites used being" Fantails and whites extracted from the BarbFantail crosses already described.
Matlngs of Silver O~vl c~nd Blad~ Fantail pigeon, s.

Mc~inc]s of Blue .Dragoon and Dun Carrier pigeon, s.
In the case of the Rock Dove cresses the sex-limited inheritance of silver was not discovered, as in all cases the rantings made were those of silver .~ x blue o ~. In this case the offspring were all blue according to expectation. The reciprocal mating of blue ~ x silver o ~ is being tried this year.
To test fully this question the following matings are necessary:
1. dun ~ xblack o ~. Supplementing the evidence of sex-limited inheritance in silver the following matings may be given, bu~ it must be understood that the shade and patterns of the offspring are for the present purpose neglected :
Silver ~ x Red (containing yellow) o ~ gave 3 red and 2 yellow.
Red ~ x Silver o ~ gave 5 red o~s and 3 dun ~ s.
The inheritance of red and yellow will not be alluded to again in this paper. The question is complicated, and no statement can be made until much more work has been done. The experiments with the red birds derived from the Barb-Fantail 'crosses were conginued, but the birds were ultimately lost by disease. A new series has been star~ed, the reds used being Dragoons.
On the I~Zheritcmce of Colour i~ Piyeons
The following experiments confirm the s~atement in my previous paper tha~ colour is dominant to white; they also show the dominance of blue to silver, and suggest that of black to dun, with the sex-limited provision.
Two pattern characters have also been studied in the I~ock Dove x white marinas, viz. Ghequering and the eolour of the rump, and it is shown that the chequered form is dominant to the nonchequered form in both blues and silvers. [['he marinas of chequered birds to blacks and duns have not yet been undertaken other than the marinas of the "reversionary blues " described in my previous paper.
Further it has been found that the white rump of the t~ock Dove is dominant to the blue-rumped form. These two results have already been mentioned by ~r Bateson (Me~zde~'s Prinsi2o~es of/heredity, p. ~3, 1909) .
A valuable paper has recently been published by 2gessrs Bonhote and Smalley (_P.Z.S. 1911, p. 601) , dealing wi~h the relation of blue and silver, and also with chequering. I ant able to confirm their results of the dominance of blue to silver, and chequered to non-ehequered forms. They have, however, not made many marinas between blue ~ and silver c~. Only four are recorded. In two of which (Nos. 154 and 158) the ~ may have been heterozygous, and in the other two (Nos. 159 and 162) it was known to be so. The sex-limitation of the inheritance has consequently not been found. The remainder of the paper deals with Grizzles and 2gealies, birds of which I have had but little experience as yet.
The numerical results of the Rock Dove marinas, and also of the Rock Dove x white marinas follow fairly closely the ~endelian ratios as the table on p. 135 shows. In all experiments where more than one type of offspring is to be expected allowances must be made for the small totals produced.
As regards the relations of the four colours black, blue, dun and silver, there is little doubt that all can be correctly represented as a series made by the combinations of the presences and absences of two pub's of factors. Silvers breed true and are therefore the double recessive. Blues can throw silvers or breed true: Duns have not yet been tried, but presumably can throw silvers. Blacks have thrown duns and blues, but I have no~ hitherto had a certain silver; this however would come only once ini6 birds. Noreover dun x blue gives black. Taking B as black, and D as a factor for density of colour, I3D is black and bd silver. I had been disposed to regard bD as dun, and 13d as blue, thinking, that 27 blue, 9 white 5"6 B., 1"9 S., ~'5 W.
All silver All blue Ii B., II S.
All blue 18"75 B., 6"25 S.
All blue 9.5 B., 9'5 S. 
Em2er~me~ts on Cheqz~ering.
Nen-ehequered x Non-ehequered 47, 48, 49, 69, 70, 71, 72 All non-ehequered 50 non-ehequered 10.5 nomC., 3'5 W.
55, 74
9 non-C., 5 W. All ehequered 10 ehequered 6C., 2W.
4C., ~W.
12 O., 4 non-C. II C., 5 non-C.
ii'810., 3"9~non-C.,5'25W.. lOC.,7non-C., ~W.
All ehequered 8 ehequered 9'5 C., 9'5 non-C.
9 O., 10 non-O. is to say, that blue is a dilute form of bIack, and silver a dilute form of dun. Messrs Bonhote and Smalley, however, take the contrary view, regarding silver as dilute blue. As there is no other colour on which the two middle terms of the series can be tested (as they can for example in mice), it is nob possible absolutely to distinguish between these two alternatives. In appearance some silvers may confidently be said to contain no black (e.g. Silver Rock), but in others (e.g. Silver Owl and Dragoon) the colour of the wing bars hardly differs at all from that of blues, and probably contains true black pigment. Unfortunately microscopical tests, though extensively tried, have not hitherto provided any satisfactory criterion between the various pigments, and do not add much to what can be seen on ordinary inspection.
Ea
On the ]Inheritance of Co[our in _Pigeons
Account of ~he Experiments.
The numbering of the experiments herein described is continued fl'om that of my previous experiments on colour contained in my first report. Thus the present series of crosses begins at Exp. ~7 and ends at Exp. 91. The matings are divided as follows :
Exps. ~7--~9 (see Table I ) consist of matings of Rock Doves. Exps. 50--74, (see Tables II--V) consist of the matings of Rock Doves to Whites.
Exps. 75--78 (see Table VI ) consist of the matings of Owls, Fantails, Carriers and Dragoons.
Exps. 79--91 (see Table VII ) consist of experiments with Doves.
_Roelc Doves used, in Experiments.
The specimens of Col~qnbc~ livic~ used in these crosses came from two sources: (1) three o~S from a pair taken at the Tsle of Achill, onthe west coast of Ireland, and (2) one o ~ and one ~ from Lincolnshire. Irish birds were used in Exps. 50, 71 and 72 of the matings with white, whilst Lincolnshire birds were used in all the other crosses with whites.
Irish _Recto Doves.
These birds were kindly sent to me in ~906 by Mr J. L. Bonhote, who had bred them in his aviaries from a pair obtained by him from Achill. He informed me that the birds there were quite wild, and he saw no varieties in the flocks there. There were no tame pigeons within a radius of about thirty miles. Mr Bonhote has bred 19 birds in all from his Irish Rock Doves and their descendants, all true to type, with one exception. This bird was chequered, but since it was produced fl'om a pair of birds that had their liberty, the possibility of a cross was not excluded 1. From the descriptions of the crosses made with these birds it will be seen that no question arises as to their purity, and it was found that in P~ from the mating of an Irish Rock Dove with a white the pattern factor segregated out quite cleanly (v. Exp. 5]).
Li~colnshire Roe/c Doves.
These birds were obtained in 1903 fl'om Lincolnshire through a dealer's advertisement. They were stated to be wild caught, but I could obtain no reliable information concerning them. Their appearance was identical in every respect with that of the Irish birds and other pure specimens. On breeding them together, however, certain varieties were obtained, and, as will be seen, they were obviously heterozygous in at least two characters. It fl'equently happens that semi-domesticated birds jo{n the P~ock Doves in their breeding haunts, and no doubt often cross with Chem. It is stated in Yarrell's B~'itish Birds, 4,th edition, Vol. iIr, p. 14, tha~ "even in Yorkshire and Northumberland the birds found are open to ~he suspicion of not being pure wild birds." In 1906 I visited several caves near Flamborough Head which were frequented by these birds in large numbers, and, although no varieties were seen on the day of nay visit, I was informed by the boatmen that lighter and darker birds and whites were frequently seen and shot there.
Test experiments with Lincolqzshire Rock Doves.
When the Lincolnshire Rock Doves were bred together a mixed generation, consisting of three distinct types, was produced. To determine the relationship of these types to one another marinas in the direct line were continued and two more generations were raised. The details of the experiments are given in Series A (Exps, $7--~9), and the results tabulated in Table I .
Types of birds produced from the Lincolnshire J%ck Doves.
(1) Typicc~l C. livic~. These birds were identical in every respect with their parents. This type behaves as a dominant tb the other two types produced. One of these birds, mated to white, forms a starting point of some of the experiments described in Series B (v. Exp. 52).
(2) Blue ramped 1%dr Dove. The plumage of this type resembled that of the sub-species of Rock Dove known as g. intermedia. The colour of the rump was slightly lighter than that of the back. On examining the series of skins of G. intermedic~ in the British ~useum t noticed that specimens varied slightly in the colour of the rump, some being darker than others. Mr B]yth informed Darwin that the rumps of C. i~termedic~ were sometimes albescent (A~zimcds and _Plants under domestication, 2nd edition, Vol. I, p. 193) . In the whole of these experiments thirty birds of this type have been produced, and although the colour of the rump varied slightly, the character was always quite distinct, and could be seen at a very early age. In the following descriptions .this type is alluded to as Blue with no white feathers (Bl,'no wh.).
(3) Silver. In this type the blue of the l~ock Dove is replaced by a light silver, or, more strictly speaking, cream colour, whilst the wing and tail bars are dun, The head, neck, flight feathers, and tail are much lighter and' browner than those of the blue, but are considerably darker than the plumage of the wing coverts, back, breast, and under parts. It is extremely difficult to determine with certainty whether the rump is a very light shade of silver or white, hut after examining a large number I did not feel convinced that I had found a really white-rumped bird. In the figures given tbr the experiments on rump character, therefore, these birds are omitted. Silvers are recessive to both types of blues described above, and breed true when mated together.
The silver ~ produced by breeding together the two Lincolnshire l~ock Doves formed the starting point of the experiments described in Series C. These two birds, when mated together, produced eight offspring, of which five were typical C. livlc~, two were blue with no white feathers, the rump being a lighter shade of blue, and one was silver with dun wing and tail bars, the rump being apparently a very light silver. Now since subsequent experiments show that blue is dominant to silver and white rump dominant to blue rump, we may conclude that had this experiment been prolonged we should have had White-rumped blues, Blue-rumped blues and Silvers in the proportion of 9:3:4. The observed figures were 5 : 2 : 1. Both birds were raised in Exp. ~}7. Ten young were produced, all being blue, of which six had white rumps and four blue rumps. The experiment shows the dominance of blue to silverl s ~9. Blue, no wh. 5~ 27 x Blue, no wh. o ~ 39. These birds, both raised in Exp. ~8, produced a family of ~en, of which eight were blue and two silver. The rumps of ~he offspring were of a lighter shade of blue and silver respectively, but no white feathers were seen.
On the crossing of ~oel~ Doves ~oith White Domestic _Pigeons.
From the ibregoing description of the Rock Doves obtained, and the varieties produced fi'om them, it will be seen that four types were available for crossing with whites, viz.:
The Blue-rumped variety was not used as a starting point for crossing experiments, owing to the limited space at my disposal, but the othm" three types were mated to whitest. The results are given in detail. The crossing of the Irish typical l~ock Dove (Exps. 50 and 51) and of the LincolnshireRock Dove (Exps. 52--55) with whites are given in Series B (v. Table II) . The experiments with the Silver are given in Series C (v. Table III) . The remaining rantings here described (Series D and E) wore suggested by the precoding sories of experiments.
No ii'esh colours appeared in these rantings, the birds bred in the whole series of experiments consisting entirely of varieties of blue or silver, to be described in dotail later, and, of course, extracted whites.
From ~he rantings of the typical Rock Doves with whites no silvers resulted. From the result of Exp. ~8, already described, this was to be expected, and we had no evidence that the Irish Rock Dove was heterozygous in this or any other character.
From th~ rantings of silver with white, however, I obtained some blues in every ease. It appears, therefore, that the factor BI., which is present in the blue and absent in the silver, may be carried by the white and so, when meeting with colour in the silver, reconstit~ltes the original blue. In these experiments one case is met with (Exp. 63) where the white is heterozygous in BI., and so both blues and silvers are produced from the mating of a silver with a white, and no doubt further search would have revealed a white from which the factor was absent.
In these experiments both blue and silver chequers occurred, the blues being chequered with black, and the silvers with dun. Chequering is dominant to its absence. As will be seen it was introduced by the whites used. Whites can be homozygous for the presence or absence of this factor, or heterozygous respecting it. The degree of chequering varied considerably, and, ila the case of the blues, a few of the darker birds were with difficulty distinguished from the "reversionary blues" of the Barb-Fantail matings.
From these matings coloured birds having a certain amount of white in their plumage were also obtained. The amount of white varied very considerably, and the birds can be roughly classified as follows :
(a) Coloured bircls with very few white feathers, i.e. considerably less than in a typical G. livir~. These birds have not been bred fl'om, and the significance of the few white feathers is not apparent. The presence of a very few white feathers does not necessarily imply that the bird is heterozygous, for I have already shown in my first report that a blue with very few white feathers (No. 19 raised in Exp. 5) when mated to a white (E~:p. 13) did not produce any white offspring.
(b) Typical C. livia. These birds were obtained in /P~ from the cross between Irish Rock Dove and white.
(e) Coloured biq'ds with several white feathers. When bred together these have produced ~whites, and they are comparable with the mottled birds produced in the Barb-Fantail experiments. White feathers were found both on chequered and non-chequered birds.
Lastly recessive whites were produced. No coloured feathers were seen on the plumage of any white, with the single exception of one bird raised in Exp. 66. A pair of whites, which were being kept for further use, were allowed to mate up in an aviary containing several other birds. These produced one white bird. Beyond this no pairing of whites together has been made. In the Barb-Fantail experiments it was shown that whites bred true, and there is no reason to believe ghag those raised in these crosses would behave otherwise.
White pigeon, s used in these crosses.
The whites used were either Fantails or extracted whites from the Barb-Fantail matings. In my first report the origin of the strain of Fantails used is given in detail, and a pedigree of the actual birds appended. The two white Fantails used in the present crosses (4,0 and 23 o ~) will be found in the pedigree. The extracted whites were bred as follows: All the other whites used in these matings were raised in the present series of' experiments.
Types of bipeds produced in the I~oel~-Fantctil Cross,
The offspring of these crosses fall naturally into three very distinct classes, viz., blues, silvers and whites. The coloured birds are further classed as chequered or non-chequered, and as having no white feathers or some white feathers, this latter type being further subdivisible, as stated above.
The classification of birds into chequered and non-chequered types is complicated by the occurrence of five birds which appear to be i~ztemnediates. These show a slight darkening of some of the lower wing coverts, which is not noticeable unless the bird is caught. They occurred in the experiments as follows:
In EXP. 60 an intermediate silver.
,, 61 ...... ,, 64 .... blue. ,, 73 two ,, blues. These two latter birds were mated together in Exp. 7~. Only two blue birds were produced from them, neither of which showed any trace of chequering. It is however quite possible that chequers would have been produced had more young been raised. No other rantings of these birds have been made.
Pending Nrther investigation, these birds are provisionally classed as non-chequers, but a note is appended to each experiment in which they occurred.
Descriptions of the several types follow :
0~7, the I~7,heritcence oj Colou~" i~ Pigeon,s
IVo~-chequered blues.
Type L Blue-ruq~ped 2~odc Dove.
A description' of this type has already been given in the section on the mating together of Lincolnshire Rock Doves.
Tyye II. Btue with very few white fec~thers. (Blue, v.f.w.f:) These birds resembled the preceding ~ype, except for tile addition of a very little white. This was confined chiefly to the rump, vent and thighs. The amount on the rump did not exceed 10 feathers, as far as could he judged. In one specimen a very few white feathers appeared over ~he beak. In another there was one white primary wing feather, and six white feathers on the rump. These latter did not l"eappear after the moult, leaving a blue bird with only one white feather in the wing. Another bfrd had one white primary and two white tertiaries in addition to a little white on the rump, vent and thighs. In every case the amount of white feathers was considered to be less than that found on the rump of a Vpical G. livic~.
Type IfI. Typica~ 6'. livim
The birds classed under this head resembled very closely the Rock Dove. The amount of white on the rump did not appear in all cases to be quite so extensive, but no white feathers were seen elsewhere. In one specimen two blue feathers were seen on the white rump.
Type IV. Blues with several white/carAcas. (Blue much wh.)
In tliese birds the white was greatly in excess of that found in C. givic~. A mottled appearance was generally obtained. In all cases white feathers were present on the rump, though not necessarily to the extent found in the Rock Dove, also on the vent and thighs. In about half the specimens raised this white was continued on to the abdomen. With two exceptions, white feathers occurred on the head, varying in amount and exact situation, but usually on the occiput. In most cases this white was continued down the neck, and occasionally even on to the breast. With one exception, all these birds had some white flight feathers, and frequently all the flight feathers were white. The bastard wings and carpal joints were often white. Occasionally also some of the under tail coverts, and in one case three white tail feathers were noticed. The wing coverts and back were generally free from white. The amount of white varied considerably, and the distinction between some of these specimens having less white and the birds described as belonging to Type II was no~ very sharp.
Oheguerecl Blues.
Type K Blue &eguer, no white feathers. (B.C. no wh.)
The head and neck were of a slightly darker shade of blue than tha~ found in U. livic~, as was also the breast. I-Iere a little dappling with a still darker shade was sometimes seen. The wing coverts and back were very definitely chequered with black. In some of the more lightly chequered feathers the outer webs only showed the black colour, but in the darker specimens both webs were similarly eoloured. In nearly every ease the extreme tip of the feather was of the ordinary blue colour. The black wing bars were very much wider than in U. livie, and appeared to be par~ of the general chequering. The flights and tail feathers were as in the I~ock Dove. The black ~ail bar was present. Abdomen and under parts as in the i~ock Dove.
Type Vf. Blue oheqzwr, with some ~vMte feathers. (B.C. some wh.)
Under this head are classed all Blue chequers in which any white feathers were seen. Chequered varieties of both Types II and IV were met with, but no example of a ehequered bird having the true I~ock Dove pattern as regards white occurred.
Non-&eguered Silvers.
Type KIs Silver, no white fec~thers. (Silver, no wh.) This type has already been described above. The rump was considered to be a very light silver in all cases.
2ype V[[s
Silver, with some white fec~thers. (Silver, some wh.) Only three birds of this type were raised (v. Exps. 60 and 63). The amount and distrib~:ltion of the whi~e on these specimens were similar to that described under Type IV. As far as could be seen no typical white-rumped pattern occurred, but as the rump of the silvers was in all cases so extremely light, this type might very easily have been overlooked if it had occurred. The same remark applies to the occurrence of silvers with a few white feathers on the rump, vent and thighs, and these birds also would have probably been classed under Type VII. White feathers on the head and neck, as well as white flight feathers, on the other hand, were easily seen, as in the three specimens recorded as belonging to the present type. In these birds the ground colour was silver, and the chequering dun. The pattern and distribution of chequering being as in the blue chequers. The wing and tail ba,'s also were dun. As in the blue chequers, the amount of chequering varied, so that light and dark chequers were obtained. In the darker specimens a little dappling was seen on the breast, the remainder of the plumage being similar to that of the nonchequered silvers, but slightly darker. Type X. s chequer, with some white fec~thers. (S.C. some wh.)
As in the ease of B.C. some wh., all silver chequers showing white feathers are classed together. The amount and distribution of the white corresponded with that of Types II and IV. No silver chequers showing the typical Rock Dove pattern occurred. As the general plumage of the chequered birds was darker than the non-ehequered, white feathers were easily discernible.
Whites. ffype Xs
White.
No coloured feathers were seen in the plumage of these birds except on one specimen raised in Exp. 66, which had a small red tick under the right eye. explanation of this being that the F1 birds raised in Exp. 52 were heterozygous in the factor tbr ehequering, and produced in Exp. 54 birds homozygous for non-ehequering, of which the white $ ~ used in this mating was one.
])etails of the rantings of
Exp. 51. Blue, several w.f. $ 7 x Blue, several w.f. o z 6.
These were the two F1 birds raised in Exp. 50. They produced seven young, of which six were raised to maturity. These consisted of four birds similar to the parents, and two almost identical with C. tivia. The white feathers on the rump were not quite so extensive as in the Rock Dove, but there were no white feathers elsewhere, showing that the pattern-factor had segregated out fairly cleanly. It was remarkable that from the crosses of the Lincolnshire Reek Doves with Whites no typicat U. livias were extracted; this may possibly be accounted for by the fact that the Lincolnshire bird used was heterozygous in respect to rump-character, as has already been shown in Exps. 47 and 4~8. In addition to the six birds already described for the present mating, one young bird was produced which died on hatching. It had white down and white beak and claws. Since the blues have yellow down and some black on the beaks and claws, I have no hesitation in recording this as white. The F2 generation, here produced, is therefore, 2 Typical 6'. livia, ~ Blues with several white feathers, and 1 White, and is in very close agreement with the Mendelian ratio 1:2:1 which is the expectation for this mating.
Exp. 52. White Fantail $ 4~0 x Typical C. livia c~ ~4,.
This blue rock dove o ~, raised in Exp. 47, is the same bird ghag was used in Exp. 48, where it was shown to be heterozygous as regards the eolmlr of the rump. A family of eight birds Was raised from this mating. All were of the ehequered type, with varying amounts of white feathers.
On the Inheritance of Uolour in Pigeons
They may be roughly divided into (c~) those with very few whRe feathers and (b) those with several white feathers. The first class, consisting of three birds, had a few white ihathers on the head, rump, vent and thighs. One of them had in addition one white flight ihather and one white tertiary. The second class (five birds) had white in the same situations but of greater extent, the white on the head often being continued on to the neck. They also had several white flight feathers and tertiaries, and one or both bastard wings were white. The occurrence of these two classes may possibly be connected with the heterozygosls of the o ~ parent respecting rump character. The ~ was raised in the last experiment, and was mated with its own father. Seven young resulted. Of these only one was a chequered bird with a very few white feathers on the rump and one on the head. The remaining six were unchequered blues, of which one had a blue rump and showed no white feathers. Another bird had only a very few white feathers on the rump and none elsewhere, there being much tess white than is found in a ~ypicat U. livia. The four other birds had more white than in U~ livic~. There were white feathers on the head rump, vent and thighs in all four, and in three of these also oa the nec k, abdomen, flight feathers, tertiaries and bastard wings. These birds presented a mottled appearance. The Mendelian expectation for this mating is chequered and non-chequered birds in equal numbers. The result obtained, 1:6, however falls far short of this. The only other mating of heterozygous chequer and homozygou~ non-chequer (Exp. 59) gave 8 chequered : ~ non-chequered. In this ease the discrepancy is in the other direction, and the total of the two rantings 9!10 gives practically equality. From the behaviour of the chequered birds in the subsequent rantings there is no reason to believe that there is any disturbing or selective factor at work. It is to be regretted that no matings were made to test the gametic composition of the blue with very few white feathers. The number of birds of this type produced during the series of experiments was small, and the sexes of those living at the same time did not admit of their being mated together. It is probable however that they would have given blues with no whi~e, but we cannot predict whether or not whites could have been produced frmn them. On the other hand the blue birds with much white would certainly have given whites, as the mating of two similar birds in Exp. 55 shows. As regards the cotour of the rump, both parents of this family were heterozygous in this character, and two blue rumped birds were to be expected in a family of seven. With such small numbers, however, the appearance of only one is uot surprising. Ex:p. 5,k Blue chequer, few w.f. ~ 63 • Blue chequer, several w.f. o, GT.
These two ffl birds, raised in Exp. 52, were mated together and procluced 11 young. Of these one was blue with no white feathers, another blue with two white feathers on the rump and a very tow on the vent and thio'hs. The remarks on a similar bird produced in the last experiment are equally applicable ~o this specimen. The other coloured birds produced fi'om this mating all had a considerable amount of white in their plumage. Of these three were non=chequered, whilst four were chequered. White feathers were present on the head, neck, rump, vent, thighs, abdomen, often on the breast ; also there were white flight feathers, tertiaries, bastard wings, and sometimes one or more tail feathers. In addition to the coloured birds already enumerated, two whites were produced.
Exp. 55. Blue, much white ~ 51 • Blue, much white o ~ 3:
These two birds, raised in Exp. 5~, had white feathers on the head, neck, rump, vent, thighs, flights and tertiaries. The o ~ had white on abdomen and bastard wings in addition. The young produced were :
One blue with very few whi~e feathers, v~z. six white feathers on the rump, and one white flight feather tinged with blue, six of the blue with much white type, and four whites.
In this case we are dealing only with one pat"of allelomorphs, the presence and absence of blue. The expectation is 3 blues : 1 white. Of the blues one would have no white whereas two would show white feathers. The fact that the blue with very few white feathers occurs where blue with no white is expected, and the contrast between this bird and the other coloured offspring ~s so marked, is very suggestive that this type is the homozygote which has not segregated quite cleanly. The expected ratio is 2'75 : 5"5 : 2"75, the observed figures 1 : 6 : ~. The discrepancy is not very great for so small a total. It is also seen here that the coloured ~ype wi~h much white is dominant to that with only a few white feathers. It is possible that this is connected with the dominance of the white rump. In the above three rantings the same silver 9, raised in Exp. 4~7, was paired to three white birds, the origins of which have already been stated. In all 11 young were produced. This F1 generation consisted entirely of blue birds chequered with black and having some white feathers. The birds were practically indistinguishable from those produced by the mating of a typical O. livia with a White Fantail in Exp. 52, and corresponded closely to them as regards amount, variation, and distribution of the white feathers.
In this experiment not only is the factor for chequering introduced by the white, but also the additional, factor which when present with silver produces blue.
Special interest attaches itself to Exp. 58, owing to the fact that the white ~ had given a very aberrant result when previously mated to blues carrying white. These rantings have been described in my previous paper on the inhei'itance of colour in domestic pigeons ~. If reference is made to Exps. 19, 20, and 22 it will be noticed that, instead of the expected equality of blue and white birds, young were obtained in proportion of 9 whites to 3 coloured. The suggestion was there made that the inheritance of white might in some eases be sex-limited, and comparable with cinnamon in Canaries and whke in some species of Doves. Had this been the case with the pigeon in question we should have expected a certain number of white ~ s in the 2!~ generation from such a mating as the present one. t~ere, however, the seven birds produced are all coloured. This experiment very strongly suggests that another explanation must be looked for regarding the unconformable numbers produced in the Barb-FantM1 matings.
Em 2. 59. Silver, no white ~ ~3 x Blue chequer, some white d ~ 116. The silver ~ is the same bird that was used in the last three experiments. The blue chequer d ~, raised in Exp. 57, is of the /'1 generation. This ranging is therefore mother and son. The o ~ had white feathers on the head, rump, vent and thighs, one flight feather white tinged with blue, and four white tertiaries. Twelve young were produced as follows:
Blue, ehequered 5[, non-ehequered 2. Silver, chequered 7, non-chequered "2.
White feathers were nobiced on two birds only, viz. one blue and one silver chequer. In both instances they consisted only of a very few white feathers at the vent. We should naturally, however, presmne that about six birds were carrying white although they were not distinguishable by plumage. In this experiment equality was expected between both blue and silver, and also chequered and non-chequered fbrms. Although the numbers obtained deviate from the ~Iendelian figures, the totals for the whole series of matings, as has been already explained, approximate closely with the expected ratio. Exp. 61. Silver chequer, no wh. $ 31 x Silver chequer, no wh. d ~ 2.
Both these birds were raised in Exp. 59. The mating was continued for two years, and 16 young were produced, all silver, of which i1 were chequered and 5 non-chequered'. The Nendelian expec[ation on this mating was chequered : non-chequered :: 12 : 4, with which ratio the figures obtained comply. No white feathers were produced; we may therefore presume that white was not being carried by either parent. In the nest a few of the birds were thought to have some white feathers, but these were seen to be light silver when the birds grew up. One bird also which had some feather deformity was counted as nonehequered in the nest ; on maturing, however, when the feathers attained their normal development, it was seen to be a light chequer.
Series 2). (v. Y'abge IV.)
Exp. 62. Silver chequer, no white ~ 31 x White o ~ ~0.
This small experiment was made to further demonstrate that the factor for blueness can be carried by a white bird. Here the silver chequer ~ is the same bird that was used in the last mating (Exp. 61), which there gave silver birds only when mated to a silver o ~. The whRe o ~, raised in Exp. 55, carries the blue factor, but not the ehequering factor, which is introduced by the silver. Only two young were raised from this mating, both being blue ehequered with black, having only a very few white feathers ag the vent and thighs.
E~p. 63. White ~ 32 x Silver chequer, very few w.f. o ~ 14.
The ~ is an extracted F~ whRs raised in Exp. 60, the silver chequer d ~ is fl'om a Da~ x/g mating in Exp. 59. The mating was continued for three years, and 19 young were produced, as follows: Kere the white ~ is obviously heterozygous in the blue character. We should have therefore expected an equality of blues and silvers. There is however an excess of blues. As regards chequering we know the silver chequer ~ to be heterozygous in this character, but the
0~ tl~e I~ff~e~"itc~ee of Go{o~r i~ Pigeons
result of 12 chequered to 7 non-ehequered obtained from the mating is not sufficiently definite to state the composition of the white. As regards white the silver chequer ~ is homozygous for colour, as no white birds are produced from this mating. It is worth noting, however, ~hat, although all the young are heterozygous as regards white, still one of them shows apparently no white feathers, and seven have onty a very few.
Ea~p. 64. Blue chequer, no white ~ 1 x White o s 22.
The ~ was raised in Exp. 59, the o s in Exp. 60. The mating was continued for three years, 25 young being raised. Of these two were btue without chequering and having no white feathers, one was blue showing a few ticks of darker shade which has been described as intermediate in chequering, but classed here as non-chequered, and also having several white feathers, 17 were blue chequers with some white feathers, .and five were silver chequers with some white feathers. Of the blue chequers nine had very few white feathers, and eight had several white feathers. Atl the silver chequers had severalwhite feathers. As regards the factor for blue and the factor for chequering bogh parents are obviously heterozygous, and we should therefore expect a 3 : 1 ratio for both characters: The homozygous non-chequered forms fall rather short, and it is curious that no unchequered silvers appeared, atthough only one or two at most could be expected in 25. The 3/Iendelian expectation for the four forms would be 9 : 3 : 3 : 1, or with our figures 14"04 : 4'68 : 4"68 : 1"56 ; our actual results being 17 : 5 : 3 : 0.
Exlo. 65. Blue chequer, very few w. f. ~ 85 x Blue chequer, very few w. f. os 6. NaJio. 66. Blue chequer, very few w. f. ~ 32 x Blue chequer, very few w. f. o ~ 46.
These four birds, raised in Exp. 64, were all reckoned as having very few white feathers. From the two pairs eight young were raised, of which four were blue chequers and four whites. Here we have a very high figure for extracted recessives, as the proportion should have been six chequered to two whites. The totats here are, however, too small. As regards white feathers the chequer raised in Exp. 65 was reckoned as having several white feathers, the three raised in Exp. 66 had none. The occurrence of a white bird with a small red patch or tick under the rigtit eye in Exp. 66 is remarkable. When the bird was first described three months after hatching this abnormality was not noticed. It was, however, seen after the moult when the bird was a year old. It will be noticed, on reference to my previous paper (P. Z. S '. 1908, p. 70) , that similar birds appeared in the Barb-Fantail crosses, and it was Suggested that this character had been introduced by the Fantails used. If this explanation is a correct one it holds equally good for this case, as the Fantails used in these crosses were related to those used in the Barb-Fantail matings.
Exp. 67. Silver chequer, no white ~ 31 x Blue chequer, few ws_,f.
d 1o.
The silver chequer ~, raised in Exp. 59, is the same bird that was used in Exps. 6I and 62, giving all silvers when mated to silver, and blues when mated to white. The blue chequer o ~ was raised in Exp. 63, fi'om the mating of a white heterozygous in the blue character with a silver chequer. This bird had a few white feathers on the rump, vent and thighs, and also three white flights. From this mating 10 young were raised, all chequered, showing that one of the parents is homozygous in this character. This must obviously be the blue o ~, as the silver ~ has produced in Exp. 61 non-chequered birds. The young produced were 8 blue chequers and 2 silver chequers. Two of the blue chequers and one of the silver chequers had no white feathers. Five blue chequers were classed as having very few white feathers, and the other one had several white feathers. The remaining silver chequer had only a very few white feathers.
Exp. 68. Silver chequer, some w. fs. ~ I1 x Silver, no white o ~ 28.
This experiment shows the dominance of the chequer character, the chequer ~ being obviously homozygous in this character. Eight young were produced, all being ' silver chequers. Of these six had no white feathers, whilst two had a Very few white feathers on the vent and thighs.
Series E. (v. 2able g.)
Exp. 69. Silver, no white ~ ~3 x Silver, no white d ~ 28.
This mating was made to test the recessive silvers. Seven young were produced, all being silver with no white. The character, therefore, breeds true.
Exp. 70. Blue, no white ~ 31 x Blue, no white o ~ 9.
lk similar experiment to test the extracted blues with no whRe feathers. These birds, mated in my aviaries, produced six young, and were afterwards sent to iVfr J. L. Bonhote and produced five more, making a total of 11 birds. All these were true to the g. in$er media, or blue 11--2 with no white type, Silver may have been carried by o ~ 9, but being recessive to Blue would not appear in ~his cross. This mating was made by Mr Bonhote: The blue, no white ~ was raised by him from the two birds mated together in Exp. 70. The typical o z was one of his Irish Rock pigeons. Two young were raised, one being a typical C. livic~ in all respects, the other however had two blue feathers on the white rump. Although, as has been seen, the white-rumped form is dominant to the blue-rumped form, this dominance is not always quite complete.
Exp. 73. Silver, no white ~ 22 • White o z 10. This experiment, in which an extracted silver is mated to a white, is a contrast to Exps. 56, 57, and 58, from the fact that the white o z used, bred from two unchequered birds in Exp. 55, is devoid of the chequer character. The two young produced were blue with several white feathers. A very critical examination showed slight darkening near the shafts of twelve wing coverts in one bird and nine in the other, but apart from this there was no trace of chequering.
z One of ~hese birds had ~wo blue feathers on a whi~o rump.
Exp. 74. Blue, several white feathers ~ r x Blue, several white feathers o ~ 43.
These two birds, produced in the last experiment, were mated togethm, and three young were raised from them. Of these one was blue with a very few white feathers on the rump and thighs, one blue with several white feathers like the parents, and one white. No traces of ehequering were observed on these birds.
Carriers, Dragoons, Owls and ~antails used in ~Teriments.
This series of experiments was commenced in 1910, and in only one case has the F2 generation been raised as yet. The following" birds were obtained.
Black Fantails. Stone birds of this variety were obtained from iVh. Stopford of Tichmarsh I~ectory, Thrapston, who informs me that he has had his strain for over twenty years, during which time the bh-ds have bred true. They have been crossed with other strains from time to time, but do they throw birds of any other colour, or birds having white or any other than black feathers in their plumage ? I have reason to believe that these are homozygous blacks. The colour of the black in Fantails is duller and not so deep as that of some other breeds of pigeons, e.g. Carriers.
Dun Carriers. Two dun Carrier ~ s were obtained from Mr C. F.
Bescoby of Fernleigh, Romford, a well-known breeder of this variety. They were bred frmn the mating of Black ~ x Dun o ~, and they have Black and Dun only in their ancestry ever since Mr Bescoby obtained the strain. A dun o ~ was also obtained from the late lV[r Wiltshire's strain, bred from two duns. It is believed that the parents of these birds were also dun, but the more remote ancestry is unknown. These bh-ds are of a deep rich dun colour except the flight and ts feathers which are lighter in shade ~.
Blue Drc~goons~ A pair of this variety has been obtained from Mr Richard Woods of Mansfield. The o ~ bird has been bred frmn blues for two generations, and the ~ for several generations. There is 1 S~ress mus~ be laid on ~he f~c~ ~ha~ ~he rich deep dun colour found in the Carrier is not found in the Owl. The dun colour in ~he lat~er wrie~y is much llgh~er in shade, and answers ~o the description given below of ~he dun /~1 ~:Tpe produced fl'om ~he ma~ing of Black Fan~ail ? wRh Silver Owl (t. There ~re ~herefore, appe.ren~ly, two ~ypes of dnn, a dark and a ligh~ variety; ~nd ~lso ~wo lypes of silver, one of which has black bars and the o~her dun bars. no dun or silver in their ancestry as far as l~r Woods knows. He has had ~0 years experience of pigeons. The colour of the birds resembles that of the l~ock Dove, except that the rump is light blue instead of white. The wing and tail bars are black.
Silver Drc~cyoons. A pair of these birds was obtained from l~[r F.
Smalley, a joint ~uthor of the paper on colour inheritance alluded to in the introduction to the present report, l~r Smalley stated that they had been bred from silvers since 1903, and that he had reason to believe they had been so bred further back still, but he warned me that it is practically impossible to obtain a silver that does not possess some blue and grizzle blood in its ancestry. The colour of these birds is similar to that of the Silver 1%ock Doves already described, but the shade of the wing and tail bars is much darker. This matter has been discussed in the introduction.
Silver O~uls. It was originally intended to use only Dragoons for the silver birds in these experiments, but on mating a Dragoon o z to a Fantail ~ it was found that they did not breed, and so a smaller variety was considered necessary. A pair of Silver Owls was therefore procured from Mr l~eid of Barnsly which had been bred from Silvers for two and four generations respectively. The colour of these birds is identical with that of the Silver Dragoons.
Crosses bet~oeen Silver O~ols and Blae/c Fantails.
This cross was made both ways, and the results are given in Tables VI, Exps. 75 and 76.
It will be seen that when the o ~ was black only one type was produced in F~, which was .black, whereas when the o ~ was silver, blacks and dmls were pl~oduced, the blacks being o~s and the duns ~s I.
(v. •'ypes 2Jro&tcecl i~ F,.
A. B~aclcs. In every ease the birds were of a dull sooty black eoleur. Traces of wing and tail bars were visible on handling the birds, and in many cases when the birds were flying in an aviary. In Exp. 75 five of the birds produced showed a very few white feathers on the thighs, and two of these had 3 or 4, white feathers on the rump as well. In .Exp. 76 none of the young had any white feathers at all. I have shown in my previous paper (Exp. 13) that a coloured bird having a few white feathers is not necessarily heterozygous for white, and the birds raised here in Exp. 75 are doubtless comparable in that respect with the blue o ~ 19 raised in Exp. 5 from the mating of two _~z Barb-Fantails.
B. D~ns. The dun ~s raised in Exp. 76 are of a very much lighter colour than the dun Carriers. They possibly bear the same relation to the dark duns that the sooty blacks described above do to the dark "raven-blacks" of the fancy varieties. I therefore propose to call them "smoky duns." The head, neck, breast, rump and tail feathers are the darkest parts of the birds. The wing coverts and flights are lighter. The wing and tail bars can be made out, but the wing bars are more obvious thala the tail bar. The wing coverts present a somewhat blotchy appearance, but neither Mr Bonhote, who examined these birds, nor I could satisfy ourselves that chequering was present.
I have this year obtained some pure bred dun owls and find that they are identical in plumage with the smoky duns here described. Presumably, therefore, the full rich dun colour found in the Carrier and some other varieties is not found in the owl.
C~oss betwee~ D~ Couturier ~ c~zd Bl~e D~c~goon c~.
Exp. 77 (v. Table VI) . A pair of these birds have been mated together for two years, and a uniform F~ generation of nine blacks resulted. These blacks were of a darker shade than the black N1 OwlFantails, but, nevertheless, indications of the bars could be seen. In one ease 0nly were a few white feathers present on the thighs. Exp. 78 (v. Table VI) . A pair of the _F'I blacks, raised in Exp. 77, were mated together and produced 5 Blacks, 1 Dun, 1 Blue, and 1 bird which died in the nest at an early age. It was believed to be a silver, but was too young to be definitely identified as such, as it is difficult i~ the case of very young birds to distinguish between a blue and a silver. The bird is therefore entered in the Table with a query. The F~ blacks were identical with the F~'s.
The dun died young, but there was no doubt as to Rs colour. The blue resembled the blue Dragoon in plumage, having no white feathers.
Three pairs of the black F~'s are put up this year ~.
Crosses between da~'k and ~ohite ~.aces of Doves.
For these crosses specimens of the common Turtle Dove (Tu~'tur tug'tar), the Barbary Cage Dove or Collared Turtle Dove (T. q'isorius) and a white variety of the latter known as the White Java Dove were used.
The Turf~e Dove. Several specimens of this bird were obtained from the neighbourhood of Fairfbrd, Gloucestershire, where they were taken from the nests of wild birds. (Plate X, fig. 1 .)
The Barbary Dove. This is the ordinary well-known cage dove.
The general plumage of this bird is of a dark cream colour. The flights, rump and upper tail feathers are greyish drab. The under parts and under tail coverts are white. There is a black collar round the sides and back of the neck. (Plate X, fig. 4 .)
The White Java Dove. The plumage of this variety is, in the majority of specimens I have seen, quite white. But in some specimens I have noticed, on handling" the bird, a very light cream collar in the position of the black collar in the Barbary dove. (Plate X, fig. 2 .) Several specimens of the Barbary and White Java doves were procured for these experiments from bird shops and advertisements in Fanciers' papers. Unfortunately, however, for our purpose the breeders are in the habit of crossing these two varieties, and since, as is described beiow, the F~ bird, if dark, produced from the mating of the varieties is abs01utely indistinguishable from the pure bred Barbary dove, it is impossible to know whether the Barbary contains white or not until it is tested. Further, the breeders do not appear to have any system of marking their birds and I have been unable to ascertain the colour pedigrees of the birds obtained. Mr F. J. Rogers of Ipswich, fl'om Those ~hree pairs have so far produced Black 2, Dun 3, Blue 1, Silver 0. The eolour of the duns appears at present to resemble closely that of the Carrier.
A blue Dragoon ? has been mated ghis year to a dun Carrier d', and four young have been produced of which one is black and ~hree are dun. The sexes of ~he young birds cannot a~ present be ascertained. whom I have obtained several specimens of both varieties, has been kind enough to give me his experience of breeding them. He has known whites to be produced from the mating of two Barbaries but never Barbaries from the mating of two whites. -He has been in the habit of crossing the two varieties, the cross usually made being that of a Barbary ~ x White o ~, and has obtained young of both varieties fi-om such a cross, lee has noticed that Barbary young mature much quicker ~han do white young. This has also been my own experience.
It was my original intention to use only the wild Turtle Doves and the White Java Doves, but they were found not to breed readily together, and only a small number of offspring were obtained from each pair. On referring to Table VII it will be seen that in Exps. 79--82 only two or three young were obtained from the pairs, whilst in were dark it was concluded that they would have been of the dark type had they lived. It was noticed [hat dark birds had dark beaks and legs, and white bh'ds had white beaks and legs which could be distinguished in the next. From the second pair of eggs one bh'd was obtained which died twenty days after hatching, and was definitely of the dark f, ype. The second year five pairs of eggs were laid, but from these only one bird was hatched. This died the nex~ day but it was seen that the beak and legs were dark. All the other eggs were either broken by the parents or forsaken by them at an early age, and it was considered useless to attempt to breed from these birds again.
From the second experiment (N 0. 84) a very clear result was obtained. Six birds were hatched and all matured and were dissected for sex. There is absolutely no question of the purity of the Turtle as it was taken from the nest of a wild bird, and the mating couclusively shows the sex-limited inheritance of white in these species, for the result obtained was 4, dark o~s and 2 white ~ s.
White ~ x Barbc~r~/ c~. .) The first two of these matings give the expected result, viz. a uniform generation-of dark _g~'s. Fourteen birds were produced, all of the Barbary type. From Exps. 87 and 88, however, a mixed generation occurred consisting of ~ dark o~S, 5 dark ~ s, 3 white o~s and 3 whi~e ~ s when the offspring of the two pairs Were added together. I think there is little doubt but tha~ the Barbary o~S were in both cases heterozygous and contained white. The family produced from Exp. 87 is exactly what would be expected from such a mating, and no doubt had Exp. 88 been continued more whites would have been produced, so that an equality of dark and white birds would have resulted.
Barbar~/ ~ x White c~. With one exception the results obtained from these matings are dark o~S and white ~s. Eighteen Barbary o~s and seventeen white ~s were produced. But in addition one dark ~ was raised in Exp. 90. This is a parallel case to the black-eyed ~ s which Miss Durham obtained from the mating of black-eyed Canary ~ s with cinnamon Canary o~S, as recorded by her in l~eport to the Evolution Committee of the ~oyal Society, Iv. 1908. The occurrence of the dark female tbrm in F~ is exceptional, and fl~rther work is required to explain its appearance.
The foregoing experiments are, however, sufficient to show that a sex-limited inheritance of white .occurs in the races of doves under consideration.
The experiments have been subsidised by the Government Grant Committee of the Royal Society. I aal indebted to Mr Bonhote tbr the Irish Rock Doves used in these crosses, and for kindly raising the birds describec| in Exps. 70 and 72. I also desire to thank lV[iss F. M. Durham for much kind assistance, and 3gr Bateson who has again supervised the rantings and given me his valuable ~dvice. 
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